Region 9 - El Dorado
June 26

-------- Original Message --------

Subject:Public Comment: 9 - El Dorado
Date:Sun, 26 Jun 2011 21:21:50 +0000
From:Don Nicodemus <
To:
From: Don Nicodemus <
Subject: Region 9 Assembly District Changes
Message Body:
Hello,
I will be submitting to the Commission an amended Equivalency file which is a change to the file I submitted on Friday, June 24 in
Stockton.
I did not get a chance to describe the solution I propose at the Stockton hearing because the time clock was not visible to the
podium. I have also changed the district in which Davis is located. So the seven district population swap is as follows:
Davis goes with Yolo in the ECC district,
Yuba County and parts of Sutter go to WSAC -- a 15.5% LCVAP instead of a 10.5% LCVAP ( How can you leave Yuba in with Redding when
Latinos would be able to get representation through coalitions in two options which I have provided?? ),
The district that was called YUBA but now no longer has Yuba County gets Modoc, Lassen, and parts of western Butte and eastern
Siskiyou counties from MTCAP,
MTCAP gets eastern Placer and parts of El Dorado County from FTHLL
FTHLL gets Lodi, Galt, and other San Joaquin towns from ECC and STANSJ,
Stockton gets the waterways important to the port,
There is also some cleanup that happens between FTHLL, STANSJ, and MRCED

Please excuse any error on my part by going over the time limit on Friday. I am a volunteer line drawer. I am covering my own
time and expense. This is true of all 3 line drawers who have come together and received the endorsement of the Sierra Club for
the work that we have done.
Please consider my map submissions as replacing the earlier pre-first-draft version I submitted. The map is only to show changes to
districts in the Sierra Nevada Mountains and the Central Valley. The map does not constitute a recommendation for LA or the Bay
Area.
Finally, I want to say that the lines that I have drawn in this latest revision have less population deviation than the Commissions
first draft lines. I understand that the Commission is seeking less than 2% deviation. The totals are from the Maptitude software
that I have been using.
Thank you for your consideration.
Regards,
Don Nicodemus
-This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
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